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To the Editor:
The article on Mal de Meleda (Mljetska bolest) published in your
journal by Marrakchi et al (2003) was of particular interest for me
because the toponym is linked to Croatia and to the island of
Mljet (Meleda) in the vicinity of Dubrovnik, where this disease
was ¢rst observed and described in 1826 by Dubrovnik’s state-
physician Luca Stulli (1772^1828). Politically speaking, the world
has changed substantially since the beginning of the nineteenth
century when Stulli published his treatise as a Letter to the Editor
in an Italian journal called Antologia. Being a smaller sister of
Venice, Ragusa (Dubrovnik)no less proud of her own tradi-
tionsupheld comparable ideals of independence and erudition
for many centuries. Luca Stulli was one of her sons, brought up
faithfully to these Mediterranean standards, and his description of
Mal de Meleda became a classic in dermatology (Fatovic-Ferencic
and Holubar, 2001a).
It is amazing to witness how chromosomal segments can be
used to trace the migration of populations, opening new genetic,
historical, and cultural perspectives. Yet, there is a remark that I
would like to add. In your snippet you called the disease repeat-
edly ‘‘maleda’’ instead of ‘‘meleda’’. Probably this was lapsus mentis
but as it has happened several times in history, I should like to
add a word. According to old documents the name of the island
of Mljet was Melita (Isola) Melitensis, Meleda, etc. derived from the
Greek and Latin words for honey¼ to meli, melitoB (n) and mel,
mellis (n). Indeed many bee swarms were described in Mljet’s for-
ests, and even today trees harbor beehives within their hollows.
Behrend’s classi¢cation of cutaneous diseases from 1839 for exam-
ple, listed ‘‘morbi epidermatici’’ and o¡ered a toponym, Mal de
Melada. As Melada is the Italian term for the island of Molat, in
the vicinity of Zadar hundred miles up the coast, the toponym in
Behrend’s classi¢cation was not correct either (Fatovic-Ferencic
and Holubar, 2001b). Hovorka and Ehlers (1897) eventually cor-
rected it to Mal de Meleda, the toponym utilized today. In later
periods various other researchers came to Mljet to study this par-
ticular disease but it was the dermatologist F. Kogoj, who traced
it back to 1763 (70 cases), and performed the ¢rst extensive epide-
miologic study (Kogoj, 1963). During the late twentieth century a
Mljet’s physician, Nardelli, described one case only in present-day
Meleda (Nardelli, 1999).
The concluding paragraph in Marrakchi’s paper is pointing that
all patients with homozygous 82delT mutation from all reports
were homozygous for C despite their diverse geographic origins.
Quoting Goodwin and Bakija-Konsuo et al, the authors ended
that this might represent the founder e¡ect originating in Serbo-
Croatia and spread by Serbo-Croatian sailors at the time of the
Dubrovnik league (fourteenth to seventeenth centuries) . . . (Mar-
rakcki, et al:) My remarks are self-explanatory. I pinpoint to one a
historical claim, namely Serbo Croatian sailors could not exist
before 1918 and not at the time of the Dubrovnik league. Croa-
tian sailors, Serbo Croatia is misnomer, today as much as in his-
torical perspectives. Serbia had no access to the seas before 1918
and the subsequent establishment of the Kingdom of Serbs,
Croats, and Slovenes (later Yugoslavia), which ceased to exist in
recent years.
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